
From:  
Sent: 28 April 2021 12:45 
To: Charles Judson <Charles.Judson@broadland.gov.uk> 
Cc: 'Peck, Greg' <greg.peck.cllr@norfolk.gov.uk> 
Subject: consultation response 
 
Charles  
 
Please post the below in condemnation of 20200847 
 
Begins….. 
 
Reflecting on Responsible Planning in relation to Broomhill Lane Site under application 20200847 
 
An exemplar for where not to build has not been more obvious than the Broomhill Lane site. 
 
Even though it is an Allocated Site, this has been ratified as a “Sound Process” by the Inspector but 
she doesn’t condone the site, merely the process. 
An allocated Site can be refused Planning Permission if sound to be non-viable which is 
demonstrated below 
 
Over the past year appallingly poor applications that contain errata, have misleading comments and 
data and actually contradicted themselves have been submitted and later removed by the applicant 
The tactic to split the 4 applications have been deeply controversial and quite frankly a very poor 
tactic by the applicant now seem to have some amalgamation 
The initial tactic to bribe the School and local community into accepting this site by gifting a Sports 
Hall for the School and a Cemetery extension have been diluted and bear little actual real benefit to 
the townsfolk 
Not a tactic many people would be by having a closed meeting with the Town Council and presented 
by the Spatial Planning officer 1 working day before the end of a site choice Consultation 
 
It is obvious that to apply Permission to build here would not make for Responsible Planning  
 
Lets look at the aspects the Site offers that qualifies it as an exemplar for “WHERE NOT TO BUILD” 
 

 Medieval road layout with SIGNIFICANT traffic choke points 

 Already stretched infrastructure with limited scope to make best practice improvements 

 Ruination of character of the LAST UNSPOILT Market town in East Anglia 

 Reepham has the lowest Deprivation Score for all Towns and Villages in the Region, that 
means air quality is exemplary (Visit Norfolk Insights), building is not Carbon Neutral 

 Very low employment prospects again reported that most people drive cars to work 

 £3m spent in Eco Projects in the Town, adding houses does not add a Carbon Neutral 
footprint especially as this is a fundamental addition to Reepham mas a Dormitory Town 

 Entrance and exit to the lane to reach the proposed estate is adjacent to a High School of 
c1100 pupils which is extraordinarily congested junction at peak school times 

 Application detail does not comply to the local DPD 

 Opposite side of a hill to the Sewerage Plant, full time and expensive pumping station (again 
not Eco friendly) will need to be used 

 Natural SUDS drain in down into a beck that feeds an SSSI just 1.5miles downstream 

 Known flooding issue on a property at the foot of the hill down from the site 

 Viability Study to understand the economics of this site is flawed and can only be seen to 
deliver profit if it reduces the Site Allocation target from 30% to 20% Affordable Housing  

 Local public transport is very poor   

 Reepham is the least served Key Service Centre for transport, no Train service, 3 miles from 
the Nearest A road and the likeliest route for most commuters by car will be southward on a 
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road that is of a very poor condition, with several severe passing points and that it is a highly 
skilled and very time consuming task for 2 lorries to pass 

 Democratic views reported by the townsfolk for voting against the JCS, against the Site 
Allocation and for these numerous and conflicting Planning Applications mount to nearly 
1600 individual and recorded by Broadland DC and all as negative  

 Severe Holding Objections by both Sports England and Highways, both are Obligatory 
Consultees 

 Removal of grassed playing field for the Schoolchildren because the applicant needs to 
significantly increase the houses for the site to make the economics viable. This playing field 
MUST be replaced by LAW Prior to Construction. Previously it was to be the responsibility of 
the Applicant to replace the land but now and by means of poor moral compass the Lease 
will be withdrawn in the Summer of 2021 by the landowner, this means the replacement 
field cost will be for the Education Authority must now bear. This negates much of the 
£900,000 CIL that may be earnt from this site build out. Misappropriation of public funds? 

 Virtually no benefit will come to the local community, the claim that a Bribe-driven Sports 
Hall will have community use will be for a few people in competitive sport 

 The claim of quality of view , with 5 new properties to be built as close as possible to existing 
dwellings that currently enjoy abject tranquillity is both inconsiderate by the applicant and 
also ignores any level of sensibility for those householders quality of life 

 Removal of beautiful access to the countryside. Broomhill Lane serves to allow visitors to 
park and then walk into deep unspoilt countryside, given the planned 141 houses, the access 
route to Marriott’s Way will be a litter strewn and no longer an delightful country walk 

 The views over the field to the west of Broomhill Lane are of a long rolling countryside 
enjoying the most stunning sunsets  

 Destruction of land where ancient wildlife and fauna habitats 

 Broadland had a Land Supply of over 9 years, the recent amalgamation of South Norfolk has 
brought that down to over 5 years, therefore Reepham DOESN’T have an organic need for 
housing but inherits poor delivery from other areas, this is poor qualification in its own rights 

 Reepham is a town that does grow and with the recent commencement but controversial 
build of REP2 site (Reepham Station site) along with Windfall dwellings it grows 
sympathetically  
 

All these issues will be attempted to be explained away by the landowner, applicant and agents but 
the consideration that if Norfolk must have loads of housing to reduce its quaintness (lets face it, 
every tourist loves Norfolk)  
There are sites to build on that suggest “OK if you must, it’s a lesser evil”  
Indisputably Reepham isn’t in that category and this site simply isn’t one of those to readily accept 
 
Plan Sympathetically is the message here 
 
Best regards 
NR10 4QY 
 
Realistic Reepham 
 
Find and LIKE us on Facebook  
 
(like and you will automatically be kept up to date with news) 
 
https://www.facebook.com/RealisticReepham/?ref=bookmarks 
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